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A modular research space which promotes interdisciplinary research programs was proposed at IIT Kanpur cam-
pus. The building has been designed on the modular concept providing enough opportunities for accommodation of  
different types of  laboratories viz wet, dry, heavy engineering, nuclear etc within its structure. Specific spaces are 
enmarked for accommodation of  heavy engineering labs wherein different heights have been provided for accom-
modation of  the heavy engineering research facilities. The basic corridors and circulation of  the building is defined 
in accordance with the NBC and IS Codes and provisional spaces for the different laboratories is provided which can 
accommodate different configurations/type of  labs or can accommodate them all within the space. All internal parti-
tions are of  gypsum boards such that they can easily be altered as per the requirements. A network of  deck flooring 
was proposed for the entire areas wherein the utilities and services were taken which are connected with the con-
tinuous layer of  vertical shafts connecting all the laboratory spaces of  different floors. Necessary services as per 
the needs of  the research project are provided through these shafts. This building is designed on the principals of  
sustainable architecture with incorporation of  all passive green strategies viz. North South orientation, wind towers, 
green roofs, double insulated walls etc.
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The building is oriented on the North-South axis. Provision of  North Light on the North-facade of  the building, allows abun-
dant glare free daylight into the research labs. the indirect North-light is ideal for lab working conditions requiring clear vis-
ibility. Solid walls, with no glazing on the Western side shield the building cutting the harsh West sun. This not only protects 
the building from solar gains, but the dead thermal mass of  the walls keeps the building cool at all times.

Large overhangs on the South-facade shade the building envelope, where as permitting natural light into the building areas.
The internal courtyard maintains a steady wind flow due to the stack-effect, keeping the building cool and windy. Cool air 
from the internal court is distributed and circulated into the corridors.

The gateway to the modern capital of  Gujarat, Koba Circle has been designed to give the city its architectural landmark. The 
station at Koba circle derives inspiration from the Gandhian philosophy and principles, which form the undercurrent to the 
city’s many existing tangible and non-tangible layers.
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